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#1 Backup

�Use “Save Data” in FBS

�2 backups

�Daily, Weekly, Monthly
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#2 Update

�Get your updates regularly

�Set your reminder
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# 3 Clean up

�Go through your setups

�INACTIVATE never delete
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#4 Help Menu

Its there for a reason, use it!�Its there for a reason, use it!

�F1

�Print it out
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#5 Hot Keys

Quicker entry�Quicker entry

�Less Mouse work
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# 6 Macros

�Entry and report macros

Quicker entry�Quicker entry

�Less mistakes

�Keep them cleaned up
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# 7 Contact Support

�Contact when the issue occurs

We have time to help you�We have time to help you

�Resolution= satisfaction

�800-437-7638 ext 100

�support@fbssystems.com
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#8 Keep Things in Balance

�Check Register

�Inventories
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#9 The Website

�www.fbssystems.com

Archives�Archives

�Upcoming shows

�Contact us

�Instructional videos
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#10 Training

�PersonalizedPersonalized

�Online, on location, over the phone

�Do it right the first time!

�Training = happy data!
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Any Questions?Any Questions?


